
Therapeutic Yoga & Self Myofascial Release
Practice for Pregnancy

The following practice is for women in any stage of their pregnancy to help relieve tension & pain
and enhance mobility.

You will need: A blanket, a block, a bolster, and two tennis balls or MFRl balls. The support of a
wall is always encouraged. Please remember to stay hydrated throughout the practice.

Belly Breaths

Begin in a supportive seat using a bolster or blanket, allowing the knees to sit below
the frontal hip bones. Guiding your awareness to your breath, observe the rise and
fall of your belly. Notice any sensations around the belly, maybe even sensations
from your baby. Take a few minutes to tune in. Allow the pelvis to get heavy and
grounded into the support below you. Soften around the shoulders and neck. Place
one hand on the heart and one hand on the belly. Begin breathing with full
inhalations and complete exhalations. Adding a deeper awareness around the belly,
begin to take the navel toward the spine on an exhale count of 3 or 4. Try not to
create any tension around the upper back, shoulders, or neck. Imagine you’re giving
your baby a hug from deep within. Continue for 10-15 rounds.

Cat/Cow

Move to all fours, with a blanket under the knees. Bring the knees slightly behind
the hips to offer more room for the belly. Move through three rounds of  Cat/Cow.
Walk the arms forward to add movement through the torso and hips. Notice any
areas that may feel tight or restricted.

Toe Squat

From all fours, tuck the toes into the mat. Begin to walk the hands back toward the
knees, letting the hips sit back onto the heels. Modify the intensity by walking the
hands forward. Come to a place where the breath can flow without resistance.
Maintain the posture for a minute, to allow the plantar fascia of the foot to release.

Goddess Pose

Transition to Goddess Pose. Bringing the awareness into the pelvic floor,
energetically begin to hug the sit bones toward one another. Take 5-10 deep
breaths.



Self MFR -  Feet

Grab your tennis balls to begin to release the feet, one foot at a time. Incorporate
deep breaths while rolling. Take a few minutes on each foot, working the heel,
arch, and ball of the foot in a rolling or side to side motion.

Self MFR - Mid-back

Placing both balls against the wall about one inch apart, begin to roll the space between the
shoulders. Using the feet to support you, roll up and down and side to side in about a 4-5 inch
radius. Roll this area for 10-15 full breaths. If it is difficult to keep the balls in position, use a sock.

Self MFR - Upper back & shoulders

Remain against the wall. Place both balls at the top of the shoulders (into the trapezius muscle).
Sink into the balls and move the arms up and back toward the wall. Pause anywhere that might
offer a little more sensation. Take 5-10 deep breaths. Remove one ball at a time and slowly come
away from the wall, heading back to your mat.

Wide-Angle Seated Forward Bend

Placing a blanket under the pelvis, take the legs out wide for Wide-Angle Seated
Forward Fold either with the legs bent or straight. Rest the hands or chest on the
bolster, letting the belly be free. Set the intention to breathe into spaciousness
without resistance. Find a place of ease. Maintain for 3-4 mins.

Self MFR - Calves and hamstrings

Place a ball on top of a block to release the calf in a rolling or rocking side-to-side motion. Stay
for 10-20 full breaths. On the same leg, move the ball just in front of the sit bone. Take the legs
wide and slide the leg side to side or rock the hip forward and back. Move your hands into the
floor behind you for less intensity, or move the hands in front of you for more intensity. If desired,
move the ball another inch or two lower, toward the knee. Stay for 10-20 breaths per section.
Notice the sensation in your leg and the difference between sides. Switch legs.

Hip stretch

Stay seated, adding a blanket under your pelvis for support. Make your way into a
cross-legged position of your choice (try Easy Pose or if your practice allows, Fire
Log Pose). Stay for 10-15 full breaths, switching sides. Set the intention for
long-releasing exhalations.



Self MFR - Hips

Place one of your balls under the left hip. Place the hands behind you and set the feet into the
floor. Using the hands and feet as support, begin to massage the area around the gluteus
maximus and sacrum. For deeper intensity if needed, cross the ankle over the knee. Take deep
breaths. Repeat on the second side. Add a blanket over the ball for a gentler modification.

Self MFR - Glutes

Finding the centre of your gluteus maximus, move the ball one inch laterally (toward the outside).
With both knees bent and feet into the floor, begin to windshield wipe the leg with the ball under
it. You should feel the piriformis muscle contracting against the ball. Take 5-10 deep breaths, and
maybe linger on any spots that feel more sensation. Repeat on the other side.

Reclining Bound Angle Pose/Savasana

With your bolster and two blocks, set one block on the medium height and
the other on the low height. Sit with your left hip right up next to the bolster.
Slowly lower down on to your left side. Using your hands and feet to support
you, gently arrive on your back. Your sacrum should be right up against the
bolster. Support under the thighs with pillows, blocks, or blankets. Stay as

long as you wish. If at any point you become dizzy, rock over to your left side. Take a few
releasing breaths and gently ease your body into comfort and relaxation.

Mantra:

I release into spaciousness in my body. I am calm, I am at ease in my own body. I trust the
connection to my own divine wisdom and to the creation of new life.

Resources:
Practice adapted from Allie Geer’s Yoga & MFR for Pregnancy

Asana Clinic - Reflection - complete in the online portal
● What is your key take-away from the asana clinic and exploration of Therapeutic Yoga &

MFR for pregnancy?
● Identify how you may apply that key take away to both your personal practice and in the

context of teaching one-to-one or in a class setting.
● Discuss how you might applu any of the explored practices in the context of a

therapeutic approach to yoga for any woman who might need support (not just for
pregnancy)


